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HOMOTOPY TREES WITH TRIVIAL

CLASSIFYING RING

MICHEAL N. DYER

Abstract. In this note we study a certain class of groups w for which the

homotopy classification of (rr, m)-complexes is independent of the fc-invariant

for small m.

1. Homotopy trees. A (tt, w)-complex is a finite, connected w-dimensional

CW-complex such that ttx(X) = m and ttj(X) = 0 for 1 < i < m. The

homotopy tree HT(tt, m) is a directed tree whose vertices are homotopv classes

of (tt, w)-complexes. A vertex[X] is connected by an edge to a vertex [Y] iff

Y ss X V Sm. The problem is to describe HT(it,m) (see [3]).

There is an algebraic analog to this problem in the theory of algebraic m-

types. The algebraic w-type H(X) of a (tt, w)-complex A" is a triple T1(X)

= (TT,TTm(X),k(X)) where k(X) G Hm+x(Tr,Trm(X)) is the first A:-invariant of

X (see [7], [3]). It is proved in [4], that if ttm = Ttm(X) is finitely generated as a

77-module and Hm+x(Tt;ZTt) = 0, then R(iT,m) = Hm+x(Tt,TTm) has the struc-

ture of a ring with identity such that the units U(tr,m) of Hm+l(Tr,Ttm) are the

projective /V-invariants. Note that Hm+x(it,TTm(X)) s Hm+l(Tt,irm(Y)) for any

two (tt, w)-complexes X and Y, by Schanuel's lemma. In §2 we isolate a large

class of groups it having H'(tt; Ztt) = 0 for all but one value of /'.

Furthermore, there is a homomorphism k: U(tt, m) -» K0Ztt where K0Ztt is

the reduced projective class group of the integral group ring Ztt of tt. The

kernel of k, denoted SF(tt, m), is precisely the set of units which arise as the k-

invariants of (77-, m)-complexes.

Definition. The ring R(tt, m) is called the classifying ring of the homotopy

tree HT(Tr,m); k: U —> KqZtt, the classifying homomorphism.

We say that the classifying ring of HT(tt, m) is trivial if it is isomorphic to

the zero ring or the ring of integers Z. In the latter case k: U —> K0Ztt is the

zero homomorphism.

In order to state the results, we need to define an isomorphism of algebraic

w-types. (9,B): U(X) —» T1(Y) is an isomorphism if 6: tt -» tt is a group

automorphism, B: Trm(X) -> Trm(Y) is a ^-isomorphism of Tr-modules (B(x ■ y)

= 9(x)B(y), for x G Tt,y G Trm(X) and B is bijective) and 6*"'/?*(k(X))

= k(Y) in the following diagram:

Hm+X(TT,TTm(X)) JU Hm+X(TT,TTm(Y)9)   +*■ /V"+1 (tt, TTm(Y ))

where   Trm(Y)e   is   the   vr-module   with   action   x*y = 9(x) ■ y (x G tr,y
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e 77m(7)).It is known from [7] that X and Y have the same homotopy type iff

U(X) a U(Y).

We say that the homotopy tree HT(tr, m) is independent of the k-invariant if

any two (77, w)-complexes X and Y having ^-isomorphic (9 E Aut 77) m-

homotopy modules have the same homotopy type.

1.1. Theorem. If the classifying ring R{tt, m) is trivial, then the homotopy tree

HT{it, m) is independent of the k-invariant.

Proof. For the proof we use the following result of S. Eilenberg and S. Mac

Lane: for any (77, w)-complexes X, Y such that {0,(3): U{X) ss 11(7) there

exists a map/: X -> Y realizing (9, B) in the sense that/1# = 9 andfm# = 8.

The theorem is clear if R(tt,m) = 0. Now suppose that Hm+x(tr,trm(X))

= Zasa ring. Now B+x ° 9*(I) = ±1 because B+l ° 9* is an isomorphism

Z ^> Z. Thus, as k(X) and k(Y) must be units in Z, one of

{9,±B): (tt,ttm(X),k(X)) -» {tt,ttm{Y),±9*'xoB^{k{X)))

is an isomorphism IT.(A') -» TL{Y). This completes (1.1).

We now consider a class of groups 9" (1 < n < 00). A group G has

property "3"1 if 77'(G; ZG) = 0 for 0 < i < n. This is a rather large class. For

example, any finite group has 9X; finitely generated abelian groups of rank n

have 9" {n > 1) [2, Proposition 3.1]. Also, duality groups of cohomological

dimension n have 9" [1], [2], [6]. In §2, we study a restricted class 6 which is

closed under extensions. From this we see that infinite polycyclic groups

having Hirsch number n are ^"-groups.

1.2. Theorem. Let n be an integer > 4. Let tt be an infinite group satisfying

9" and let m + 1 < n. Then the classifying ring R{tr, m) is infinite cyclic.

Let £{X, Y) denote the set of homotopy classes of homotopy equivalences

X -> Y; i{X) = £{X,X) the self-equivalence group of X.

1.3. Corollary. Under the above hypotheses, let X, Y be two {tt, rri)-complexes

having the same homotopy type. Then

(i) i(X, Y) ss Iso(n(A'),n(y)) (set bijection),

(ii) f (X) = Aut(Il(A')) (group isomorphism). The isomorphisms are given by

carrying (/: X -» Y) h- {f# : U{X) -> 11(7)).

A. J. Sieradski has proved the corollary for 77 a finite group [3, Theorem 6.6].

Proof. Let X be any (77, w)-complex. 77'(77; Z77) = 0 for 0 < i < m + 1

implies that Hm+x(tt,trm(X)) ss H°(tt,Z) sZasa ring. Also Hm(tt,ttm(X))

s 77°(t7;^(77)) = A(it)v = 0 because 77 is infinite. Here ^(77) is the augmen-

tation ideal. The corollary follows from Theorem 6.4 of [3] because

Hm(tt,trm(X)) measures the number of homotopy classes of homotopy

equivalences/: X -> Y inducing the same isomorphism f# : H(X) —> 11(F).

Two 77-modules M, m! are 9-isomorphic (9 E Aut 77) if there exists a 9-

isomorphism B: M -* M'. We say that M and M' are (Aut tt)-isomorphic iff

Af, M' are ^-isomorphic for some 9 E Aut 77; they are stably isomorphic if

M ® (Ztr)' ss Af 0 (Z77)' for some / > 0. Here isomorphism ("ss") means id-

isomorphism. Let *M denote the class of 77-modules M' which are (Aut 77)-
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isomorphic to M. A module M' is a noncancellation example for M iff (a) M

and M' are stably isomorphic and (b) M, M' are not (Aut ^-isomorphic. Let

9U3(Af) denote the set of (Aut ^-isomorphism classes of noncancellation

examples of M together with *M. Thus ?r-modules Mx amd M2 belong to the

same class in <3l£(M) iff M and M' are stably isomorphic (i = 1, 2) and Mx,

M2 are (Aut ^-isomorphic.

It happens in some cases that 9u3(Af) is a group [3]. For example, if it is

finite and M is Z ® Ztt (Z has the trivial module structure) then 9U2(Z © Ztt)

is isomorphic to a quotient group of a subgroup of Pic(Zw).

1.4. Corollary. Let x- HT(TT,m) -^ Z be given by x[X] = (-l)mx(X),

where x(X) is the Euler character of the (tt, m)-complex X. Under the hypotheses

of 1.2, the set of homotopy types of (tt, m)-complexes X having the same directed

Euler character x[X] = i is given by x'O) = ^(^mPO)-

2. C-groups.

Definition. A group tt has property G" (n > 0) iff:

(a) For each free vr-module F, H'(tt; F) = 0 for / ¥= n.

(b) For each group G having tt as a normal subgroup, let F' be an arbitrary

free G-module. Then H"(tt,F') = Z ®z„. F' as a G/77-module, where Z is the
trivial G-module.

2.1. Proposition, (i) tt is a G^-group ifftr is finite.

(ii) Any Poincare duality group (PD-group) having cohomological dimension n

is a 6"-group.

Proof, (i) If tt is an infinite S°-group, then by (b), H°(tt; Ztt) sz Z which is

impossible. For tt finite, it is well known that (a) is true because Ztt is weakly

injective. To see (b), let tt <3 G and F' be a free G-module. Then H°(tt,F')

sk (F'Y =s Z ®Zn F' as G/vr-modules.

(ii) For tt a Poincare duality group of cohomological dimension n, (a)

follows from Theorem 2.3 of [2] and (b) from Lemma 2.3 of [1].

Now let G be the class of groups tt which are Q" for some n > 0. Q is not

closed under sums (see [5, p. 138]).

2.2. Proposition. G is closed under extensions.

We say that a group G is a poly(C)-group if there exists a finite sequence of

subgroups

G = G0 < G, <| • • • < G„_, < G„ = 1

such that each Gj/Gi+X is a frgroup (i = 0,... ,n — I).

2.3. Corollary. Any poly (G)-group is a Q-group.

For example, any poly cyclic group is a (2"-group, where n is the Hirsch

number of the group [1]. By 2.1, any poly (PD or finite) group is a <3-group;

similarly for any poly (finitely generated abelian) group.

Proof of 2.2. Let 1 -> ttx -» G -> 7r2 -> 1 be an extension of a <2"-group trx

by a C"-group tt2. Consider the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence

with abutment H'(G;F) and £2-term E^ = Hp(tt2,H'!(ttx,F)) where Fis a
free G-module. F is also a free vr,-module, so
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CO {i ¥= n),

But Z ®Ztj F is a free 772-module and hence E$'q = 0 unless (p,q) = {m,n).

Thus H'{G,F) = 0 unless i = m + n and (a) is satisfied.

To show (b) let G O G'. Then we have the following commutative exact

diagram of groups and homomorphisms:

1 1

4 4
1   —>      77]       —> G —> 772 —>   1

II 4 4
1 ^     77,     ^        G'        ->        G"        ^  1

4 4
G'/G    =    G"/t72

4 4
1 1

It follows that 77, <] G' and 772 <] G" = G'/ttx. Let F' be any free G'-module.

Then

Hm+"(G,F') a H"{tr2,Hm(n,F')) = /Tfo.Z ®Zff| F')

by (b) for 771. But Z ®Z7r F' is a free 772-module and hence

77m+"(G; F') a Z ®Z7r2 (Z ®Zff_ F') a Z ®ZG F'

as G"/tr2 = G'/G modules. The last isomorphism follows because

Z ®z„2 (Z ®Zn ZG') = Z ®z,2 ZG" at Z(G"A2) a Z(G'/G)

- Z ®ZG Z(G').

This completes 2.2.
Suppose a group G contains a C-group tt as a normal subgroup. Then 2.2

implies that 77'(G,ZG) == H'-^G/tr; Z{G/tt)) for all i > 0.
Note added in proof: R. Bieri has shown that poly (finite or duality) groups G

also have the property that //"(G; ZG) = 0 for all but one value of i.
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